$1. Embedding QC-3 into QS5-2. Let us fix a classical first-order language Lo containing a single dyadic predicate letter R; a countable set of monadic predicate letters: Mk(k 2 0); three individual variables: x, y, z; propositional connectives: v, 1 ; the quantifier 3. Let L, be a modal first-order language containing 1. monadic predicate letters: PI,P2,Q; 2. two individual variables: x, y; 3. propositional letters: P3,Nk(k 2 0); 4. propositional connectives: v, 1 ; 5. the quantifier 3;
6. modal connective . L' , denotes the fragment of Lo involving Mk with k < I only; L: is defined analogously.
Other logical symbols ( A , r,3 ,V, etc.) will be used as standard abbreviations. Let also Llc be the corresponding classical language (i.e., L, without 0 ) . We define a translation cp H cp' of Lo-formulas to L,-formulas according to the following inductive definition:
1. R(z,t)' = P,(t), R(t,z)' = P2(t)if t E {x,y); 2. R(z,z)' = P3; 3. R(t, r)' = O(Q(t) 2 PI@)) if t, r E {x,y); Let cp be an Lo-formula, and let a, b,c ED. Sometimes cp will be written as cp (x,y, z) ; then cp (a,b, c) denotes the result of substituting free occurrences of x, y, z in cp by a, b, c respectively. Also the notations cp(a,y, z), ~( a , y, c) etc., will be used. )3 A(a, b) (x, y, z) . A(a, b) ). Indeed, from (i) we obtain u k a,, and hence u k OQ(c). Then we notice that a formula
Mk(t)'= O(Q(t)
is true in every Kripke model and apply modus ponens in the world u. The converse, is proved inductively. If A = Pi(x) (or P,(y) (x, b) ), and let us show that whenever B satisfies (*), i.e., that v I= Q(c)3 3xB(x, b) for any v E W. By our assumption, u I= O(Q(c)A B(a, b) ) for some a E D and so u k O(Q(c)3 B(a, b) ) by (*). Hence v I=Q(c)3 B(a, b), v I= Q(c)3 3xB(x, b) .
The case A = 3yB(x, y) is proved similarly. If A = O B ( x , y) , then (*) holds in any case, for the following formulas are valid in every QSS-frame:
2. Follows by an induction over the construction of cp.
If cp = R(x,z), then cp' = P, (x) , and the proof is almost the same. Now the cases cp = Rk(z,y), cp = Rk(y,z)must also be clear.
If cp = R(z,z),then c p l = P,, cp (a,b,c) = R(c,c) ,cpl(a,b)= P,. We have
and (1).
If
By (ii) we have
On the other hand, according to the laws of S5. Thus, cp satisfies (2).
Similar reasoning can be used for cp = R(x,x),R ( y ,x),R ( y ,y), Mk(x),and Mk(y) .
,and we have
The latter formula is obviously equivalent in QS5 to O(Q(c)A cpl(a, 6) ).
If cp = i $ and $ satisfies (2),then , u I= n ( Q ( c )3 cpl(a,6) ). But the latter formula is equivalent in u to O(Q(c)A cpl(a, b) ),due to (1).
If cp = 3x$ (x, y, z), then ~( a , 6,c) = 3x$(x, 6,c), $(a, 6) = 3x$'(x, b) , and '(x, 6) )(the latter equivalence holds in any Kripke model over a QS5-frame).
The case cp = 3y$(x, y, z) is considered analogously.
If cp = 3z$(x, y, z), then cp(a,b, c) = 3z$(a, b, z), and cpl(a,b) = O$'(a, b). Supposing that $ satisfies (2) we have
The converse implication follows immediately from the above equivalence and cr,. LEMMA 1.2. Let cp be an Lo-formula without free occurrences of z. Then QS5 t-Ocp' r cp' , Ocp' r cp' . PROOF. The first equivalence is easily proved by an induction, using the following QSS-theorems: 
'We leave aside a question of how to axiomatise QS5-2; e.g.,is it true that we can take just standard axioms and rules of QS5 and restrict them to the language L,?
Let us show that M, u + a' for any u E D.
1 1 COROLLARY 1.4. QS5-2 is undecidable. PROOF. The fragment QC-3 of the classical predicate calculus in the language Lo is undecidable as we have noted in the introduction (cf. Suranyi [1943] ). Theorem 1.3 (together with Godel completeness theorem) shows that QC-3 is reducible to QS5-2.
1
QS5-2 can be also defined in purely classical terms. Viz., consider the classical first-order language L; containing 1. binary predicate letters: Q, PI, P,; 2. monadic predicate letters: P3, N, (k 2 0); 3. individual variables: x, y, z;
4. propositional connectives: v, i ; 5. the quantifier 3.
807
Atomic formulas allowed in L; are only of the types S(x,z), S(y,z) ( S being a binary predicate letter), N,(z), P3(z). Nonatomic formulas are built by standard rules. There is an evident translation A I-+ A" of L,-formulas to L;-formulas. But the set of all Ll-formulas which are valid in every (D,D) is undecidable (cf. the proof of Theorem 1.3). Hence, the result follows.
REMARK. In fact QS5 is complete w.r.t. the frames of the type (D,D). This follows from Kripke's completeness theorem (cf. Kripke [1959] ) and the following observation (which is an analogue of the "p-morphism lemma").
Let (W,D), (W',D1)be QS5-frames, f: W -r W', g: D -r D' be onto maps. Let M, M' be Kripke models over (W, D), (W',D') respectively, such that for any atomic (n-place) formula A. Then ( w * )holds for any formula A(x,, ...,x,).
This claim is proved inductively, and it implies that any formula refutable in some (W',D') is refutable in some (D,D).
To obtain our further undecidability results, we have to specify Theorem 1.3 for V3V-formulas. Call an L,-formula simple if it has no occurrences of and quantifiers. A formula of the form Vx3y(VI,l OA,), with A,,. ..,A, simple, is called quasisimple. LEMMA 1.7. Let cp be a closed L',-formula of V3V-type. Then there is a quasisimple Li-formula cp* such that QSS F a' 3 (cp' = cp*), and this q* can be found effectively.
PROOF.cp is equivalent to Vx3yVz$, with $ in a disjunctive normal form. That is, (pab, qacare atomic). Then Some of pb,,qbc are classical, and we combine them together in every disjunct. All the others are of the form R(t,r)' = U(Q(t) 3 Pl(r)) or M,(t)' = O(Q(t) 3 Nk)with t, r E {x,y}. Thus, we have for some simple Xa, Y,,,Zae.
and hence
Therefore, assuming a' in QS5, we obtain 
The following L',-formulas will serve for the same purpose as a, in $1: 
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Consider an Li-model M , over ( W , Do) 
Let us show that M I , v I = al. This is equivalent to
But the latter follows from the conditions of 2.2. Indeed, M,, u + X , implies
M , , u + i Q ( a ) -+ S , and thus M,,u# i Q ( a ) (since M , , u # S ) .
Then M,,wt= Q(a)for some w 2 u, and thus M,, w k S i.e., w E W . Now consider a,.
Both directions in the last ' o ' are proved analogously, and let us show '2'.Suppose
M I , v + O(Q(a) 3 Pl(b)). Then M,, u + Q(a)-+P,(b), indeed, M,, w + Q(a)& w 2 u implies w E W ,and hence M I , w I= Q(a); M I , w k Pl(b); M,, w + Pl(b).

UNDECIDABILITY OF FIRST-ORDER LOGICS
From M,, u I= X, we have
M2 ,U I= Q(a)+ Pl(b). -+ . S v (Q(b)-+ P2(a)), and therefore (since M,, u # S )
Now M I ,v I= O(Q(b)3 P2(a))follows easily:
M I ,u I= a, is proved likewise, using X3 . Let us consider a, , ,
Suppose a, b E Do, and
M1,w b Q(a)A Pi@)
for some w E W. Then
and thus
M,,u # Q(a)-+lPi(b).
But M,, u +X, ,,(,, yields
M2 ,u I= (Q(4 -,l P;.(b))v (Q(a)-+ Pi(b)),
M2, u /= Q(a)-+ Pi@).
As we have seen before, this implies
M I , k n ( Q ( a )3 P,(b)).
Therefore, M I ,v I= a4,pi(y).
All the other formulas a,, are checked in the same way. Since M2,w k= S for any w # 0, we obtain
Therefore,
The formula X , is equivalent to
By the assumption M,, v k a,, and thus
that is, V~E N3w E NM2,w k Q(a).
Hence, and this implies
The formula X, is equivalent to Let MI be an Li-model constructed as in Lemma 2.2. By applying this lemma, we obtain MI, v k a' A iA, and therefore QSS f a ' 3 A.
For (1.2), assume that QS5 f a' 2 A. Then by Kripke's completeness theorem (cf. Kripke [1959] ), A is refuted in some QSS-frame (W,, N) with domain N and countable or finite Wo.The remark at the end of $1shows that A can also be refuted in the frame (N, N) , i.e., there exists a model MI over (N, N) such that MI, v # A for some v. Then we construct a model M, over F2according to Lemma 2.3. By this lemma, we obtain M,,O k X' A A; and M,,O # S by the construction. Thus, X' A A-+ S is refuted in F2.
(2) follows from (1) To describe another family of undecidable intermediate logics, consider the language L$" obtained from LY' by adding a new propositional letter So. Simple and quasisimple Ll-formulas will be translated to L, as follows:
Y' denotes the conjunction of all these formulas for the language L j. Now we prove the analogues of Lemmas 2.1 and 2. Applying Y, ,we conclude that
and hence one can easily get
We skip the proof of M, k a, and consider a,,,,(,,. Since every nontabular logic is included into one of these three, a proof of an analogue of Corollaries 2.5 and 2.10 for sublogics of LC would provide the undecidability of QLD-2 for any nontabular L. However, today we have no such proof. So for many intermediate logics L the decidability of Q L D 3 remains unclear (e.g., for logics of a finite width). The decidability of QH-2 is unclear too.
On the other hand, D. P. Skvortsov recently informed us that he can prove decidability of QLD-2 for any tabular L in the first-order language without equality and functional symbols.
Undecidable modal logics.
For the modal case, the method used in the previous section becomes much simpler. Let us consider first-order normal modal logics in the languages L, (the same as in $1).
Recall that a (modal) Kripke frame with a constant domain is a triple (W,p,D) in which W # 0, p G W x W, D # 0. The notations M, w + A(a,,a,); F + A; L(F)is used analogously to $$1,2. QKB denotes the minimal normal modal predicate logic with Barcan axiom: VxOP(x) 3 OVxP(x). LEMMA 3.1. Let M be a Kripke model over a frame (U,p, Do),and let A be a quasisimple Li-formula, u E U, Consider a QS5-model M I over (W,Do)such that for any v E W and any atomic Do-valued Li-formula B.
Then M , + cr' A i A.
PROOF.Suppose A = Vx3y qA,. Then (because (*) holds also for any simple Do-valued formula, as it is easily seen) 
